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Abstract—People are attracted to large cities because of
more employment opportunities, convenient facilities, and rich
cultural activities. However, large cities are also more vulnerable
to natural disasters, which have caused widespread physical
destructions, great loss of life and property, and immense havoc.
“Which city is less susceptible to natural disasters?” is thus one
of the most critical questions one faces when making decisions
on travelling or job and business relocation. In this work, we
propose a bipartite-graph based framework to compare the
impacts of disasters on two cities by answering different queries
using textual documents collected online. Besides intuitive simple
comparison using statistics, our system also generates textual
comparative summaries to better describe the differences between
the two cities in terms of safety. Although a number of online
services provide disaster events statistic information for cities,
our framework compares the impacts of disasters on cities in a
more straightforward and comprehensive way.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

People are attracted to metropolitan areas due to more
employment opportunities, convenient facilities, and rich cultural activies. However, large cities are also vulnerable to
natural disasters, which tend to cause more damage in densely
populated areas. For example, about 80% of New Orleans
was flooded in Hurricane Katrina 2005; New York City was
seriously affected by Hurricane Irene and Hurricane Sandy
in 2011 and 2012; the winter storm 2011 left 21 inches of
snow in Chicago; lots of earthquakes have happened in the
two major cities on the west coast of U.S., Los Angeles and
San Francisco; and frequent hurricane hits in Miami area.
Therefore, before making decisions on traveling or job and
business relocation, one of the most critical questions people
face is: which city is safer?
For city safety comparison, a number of online services1
provide statistic data about various aspects of cities or neighborhoods such as crime rates, races, living expenses and
house prices. However, to the best of our knowledge, none
of them considers the impacts of natural disasters. On the
other hand, although current and historical disaster data can
be easily obtained (e.g., through National Hurricane Center2
1 Examples include: http://www.neighborhoodscout.com,
http://www.numbeo.com/, and http://www.city-data.com
2 http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/data/

for hurricanes and U.S. geological survey3 for earthquakes),
information about how a disaster event affects a specific
city is not readily available. In most cases, data on impacts
of disasters on cities is stored and archived by different
government agencies or organizations. Extra efforts are often
required to collect data or/and perform data integration into a
unified database to support comparisons among different cities.
Moreover, although statistics about damages and fatalities can
provide direct evidences for the safety comparison, it is still
quite challenging to obtain an overview on historically how
severe a city was affected by disasters, since many types
of impacts from disasters – e.g., road closure caused by a
hurricane – are not reflected by the statistics.
In this paper, we tackle this problem by aggregating easily
acquired textual documents available online and providing
comprehensive descriptions of different impacts under natural
diasters of a city. Instead of answering the question “which city
is safer?” directly, we provide straightforward and descriptive
information about a pair of cities for the following four types
of queries to help users make their own decisions:
•

What are the major impacts caused by a specific type
of disasters for the two cities? For example, hurricanes
in Miami are more likely to cause house damage,
but more likely to cause rainfall and landslide in Los
Angeles.

•

What are the major types of disasters leading to a
specific type of impact for the two cities? For example,
“house damage” is mainly caused by hurricanes in
Miami, but by earthquakes in Los Angeles.

•

What are the most likely or frequent disasters affecting
the two cities? For example, hurricanes occur more
frequently in Miami, and earthquakes in Los Angeles.

•

What are the overall impacts caused by disasters for
the two cities? For example, in Miami, there is more
flooding and house damage, and in Philadelphia it is
more likely to have rainfall and death.

To answer these queries, we propose an interactive weighted
bipartite graph to model the disaster impacts on cities. There
are two types of nodes, disaster nodes and impact nodes,
in the bipartite graph. Disaster nodes represent hazards to
the city safety which can cause significant damages and
destructions. The hazards can be decided by domain experts
3 http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/map/

or using an ontology of disaster management. Impact nodes
represent consequences caused by disaster nodes, and they are
extracted from plain texts via a topic modeling approach [1].
A weighted edge from a disaster node to an impact node
denotes that the source node is responsible for the target node
and its weight specifies to what extent the responsibility is.
Triggered by users’ queries, various comparative summaries
will be generated from the filtered text to provide detailed
textual descriptions of the differences between the two cities. A
demonstration system can be visited at http://bigdata-node01.
cs.fiu.edu/CitySafetyComparison/.
In summary, our main contributions are listed below:
•

We present a weighted bipartite graph based framework to model the problem of comparing city disaster
susceptibilities, in which the casual relationship between different types of disasters and their impacts on
a city is encoded in weighted edges;

•

We apply topic modeling to extract topics from documents to represent different types of disaster impacts;

•

We design a prototype system which provides textual
summaries about two chosen cities for various comparative queries;

•

We conduct a case study using Wikipedia documents
on 4 different U.S. cities with 6 pairwise comparisons to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed
framework.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After
discussing related work in Section II, we first give a brief
overview of our framework in Section III. Detailed descriptions
of how to construct the bipartite graph and how to conduct city
safety comparisons based on the bipartite graph are presented
in Section IV and Section V, respectively. We present our
case study results in Section VI and finally conclude with
discussions and outlines for future extensions in Section VII.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

tweets to form situation alerts according to the geo-locations
associated with the tweets. However, these tools do not answer
the comparative queries about all disaster related data of
different cities.
Multi-document summarization has been used to provide
concise summaries about large document collections and many
different approaches have been developed including centroidbased [14], graph-based [15], [16], clustering-based [17], [18],
knowledge-based [19], [20], etc. Comparative summarization,
as a special class of summarization tasks, helps people understand what are the connections and differences between
two document collections and has been studied with different
applications. Kim and Zhai [21] compare positive reviews and
negative reviews for one product by extracting the most related
and representative sentence pairs for the two review sets, while
Huang et al. [22] compare related news topics by extracting
sentences covering the most important related or representative
concepts. Wang et al. [23] model the comparative summary as
a sentence set including the most discriminative sentences from
different document sets. Wan et al. [24] conduct comparative
summarization on news from different regions (in different
languages) on the same topic using random walk methods on
a sentence graph. Instead of directly extracting sentences from
different document sets, this work utilizes the weighted bipartite graph to model impacts of disasters and filter documents
for comparative summarization.
Graph-based approaches have also been used to generate
event storylines that describe how an event evolves over time.
Wang et al. [25] developed a multi-view graph based framework for integrating text, image, and temporal information
to generate storylines to reflect the evolution of the given
topic. Wu et al. [26] proposed a two-layer storyline generation
framework which provides global storylines for cross-location
disaster events on the first layer and location-specific storylines
for individual events on the second layer. Shahaf et al. [27]
developed metro map for creating structural summaries of
documents by optimizing several objectives (e.g., relevance,
coherence, coverage and connectivity) simultaneously. Unlike
existing studies, in this work, we utilize a weighted bipartite
graph based framework to perform city safety comparison.

City safety study has attracted much attention recently
in computer science. Classical prediction methods such as
ARIMA models and artificial neural networks [2], [3], [4],
[5] have been successfully applied in crime-related prediction,
like drug market or other specially designed safety indices.
Another direction is how to build up sensor networks that can
quickly respond in an emergency event like fires and traffic
accidents [6], [7], [8]. While most existing studies focus on the
safety of an individual city, our work provides a comparative
view between different cities in terms of their safety.

To capture the relationship between disasters and their
impacts on a city, we propose a weighted bipartite graph based
framework.

Many information systems and techniques have been proposed in disasters monitoring, relief and recovery. Commercial
systems such as Web EOC and E-Team are usually used
by Emergency Management departments located in urban
areas [9], [10]. Recently many disaster situation-specific tools
provide query interfaces, GIS and visualization capabilities
to support user interactions and queries to improve situation awareness [11] in a specific disaster event.For example,
Ushahidi [12] provides a platform with visualization and
interactive maps to crowd source news stories and crisis information using multiple channels and GeoVISTA [13] monitors

In our framework, U is the set of disaster nodes, V is the set
of impact nodes, and every edge is associated with a triple
(c, S, w), where c is the label of a city, S is a sentence set
related to the edge, and w is the weight of the edge.

III.

T HE F RAMEWORK OVERVIEW AND N OTATIONS

Definition 1: A weighted bipartite graph is a graph G =
(U, V, E, w) whose vertices can be divided into two disjoint
set U and V such that every edge connects a vertex in U to
a vertex in V , i.e. E ⊆ U × V , and w : E → R+ is a weight
function which assigns a non-negative weight to each edge
e ∈ E.

Definition 2: Disaster nodes are the (left) vertices in the
bipartite graph that represent city hazards, such as hurricane,
storm and tornado.

Definition 3: Impact nodes are the (right) vertices in the
bipartite graph that represent consequences caused by the
disaster nodes, such as death, house damage and economic
loss.
Definition 4: An impact topic of disasters is a bag-ofwords which are commonly used to describe a type of impacts
of disasters. For example, death, died, killed, fatalities, injuries
are commonly used words to describe the impact “human life
loss” caused by disasters.
Figure 1 shows our framework architecture and Table I
summarizes the notation used in this paper. The input of our
framework is several sets of sentences, S c , c ∈ {c1 , c2 , ..., cn },
and the sentence set S c for city c is collected from online
disaster-related documents (e.g., Wikipedia pages of disaster
events in our case study in Section VI). Every sentence s ∈ S c
depicts some aspect of the city c in a disaster event.
The following is a sentence instance about Chicago:
Only two people died in the fire but 10,000 were made
homeless and 1,800 buildings were burned to the ground.
In the above sentence, fire is a disaster type and its impacts
include death, homeless, building burned.
To process the sentences, words describing disaster damages are extracted from sentences and grouped into impact
topics in our framework. Then for each impact topic a, we
assign a probability p(a|s) for each sentence s (the details
will be described in Section IV-A), indicating the weight of
impact topic a discussed in the sentence. For instance, in the
above example, “homeless, building, burned” will be assigned
higher weights than “died” for the disaster fire in Chicago.
The vertex set of the bipartite graph includes disaster nodes
and impact nodes, representing disasters and impact topics,
respectively. Edges between disaster nodes and impact nodes
indicate the causal relationship between them and the weight
on an edge specifies the strength of the relationship. The
bipartite graph encodes all the information about the queries
mentioned in Section I for city safety comparison. Users can
interact with this bipartite graph and submit a comparative
query by clicking a node. The default query without clicking
any nodes is: what are the overall differences between city c1
and c2 ? By clicking a disaster node di , the query becomes:
what are the differences between city c1 and c2 on disaster
di ? By further clicking a impact node aj , the query becomes:
what are the differences between city c1 and c2 on impact aj
caused by disaster di ?
IV.

B IPARTITE G RAPH C ONSTRUCTION

The weighted bipartite graph is constructed as follows.
First, we pre-define some disaster types like hurricane, tornado, storm and earthquake. We then apply a domain ontology
of disaster management [19], [20] to extract sentences from
the input sentence sets which contains concepts belonging to
those disasters. For instance, sentences containing the phrase
“tropical cyclone” are extracted as sentences about “hurricane”, since “tropical cyclone” is considered as a sub-concept
of “hurricane”.

Fig. 1.

An Overview of The System Framework.
TABLE I.
c
d
a
Sc
Sˆc
Sic
c
Si,j

p(a|s)

Rn (s)
eci,j
c
wi,j

A S UMMARY OF N OTATION .

city
disaster node j
impact node k
sentences set of city c
sentences set of city c after removing impact
unrelated words
sentences subset of city c filtered out on disaster
node i
sentences subset of city c filtered out on disaster
node i and impact node j
probability of an impact topic a in sentence s,
which comes from output of LDA. Here
document-topic distribution in LDA model
represents sentence-impact distribution.
the most likely top n impact topics according to
sentence-impact distribution of s
edge between disaster node i and impact node
j on city c
weight of edge eci,j

A. Impact Node Extraction
According to Definition 3 and Definition 4, impact nodes
encode negative consequences caused by disasters and are
associated with a representative bag-of-words. However, unlike disaster nodes, it is difficult to enumerate or predefine
all possible impact types and it is even more difficult to
associate predefined impact types to the actual textual descriptions in given documents. To overcome this difficulty,
we extract impacts directly from texts using information extraction and text mining techniques. Consider the ideal case
in which the input sentence set is about disaster impacts on
cities, then each sentence is a textual description of a tuple
(disaster, where, when, impact). Therefore, if each impact
node represents an impact topic, we need to identify different
impacts that have less overlap with each other. Based on
this intuition, we use a topic modeling tool, latent Dirichlet
allocation (LDA) [1] to cluster words about impacts into
several groups, where each group corresponds to an impact
topic. To exclude other unnecessary words in the sentences, we
preprocess the original sentence set S c as follows: (1) remove
words related to disaster nodes; (2) remove words explaining

when, where, who using entity recognition techniques [28];
and (3) remove the stop words.
After the preprocessing, we obtain a sentences set Ŝ c for
every city c. To compare two cities c1 and c2 , we apply
LDA on the preprocessed sentence set Ŝ c1 ∪ Ŝ c2 together with
the impact number k, which specifies the number of impact
nodes. The LDA approach will generate k topic with words
distribution respectively, as well as a conditional probability
p(a|s) for every impact topics a on a given sentence s, which
is then used to calculate the weights of edges between disaster
nodes and impact nodes.
B. Weight Calculation for Disaster-Impact Edges

A. Simple Comparison
Figure 2 shows a simple comparison result of two cities,
Miami and Los Angeles. From the thickness of edges between
disaster nodes and impact nodes (used to denotes the weights
of edges) in the bipartite graph, one can observe that earthquakes occur more frequently in Los Angles, while in Miami
hurricanes happen much more often.
More generally, the four types of queries of city safety
comparisons described in Section I can now be addressed using
the information stored in the bipartite graph (in particular,
c
the edge weight wi,j
indicating the causal strength between
disaster di and aj in city c ) as follows:
•

What are the impact differences caused by the specific disaster di for city c1 and c2 ? Such a query
can be answered by comparing two weight vectors
c2
c1
c2
c1
, . . . , wi,k
, which are visualized
, . . . , wi,k
and wi,1
wi,1
in the bipartite graph as the line thickness of highlighted edges with different colors.

•

What are the disasters differences leading to specific
impact aj for city c1 and c2 ? Such a query can be
1
1
answered by comparing two vectors ec1,j
, . . . , ecm,j
and
c2
c2
e1,j , . . . , em,j , which are visualized in the bipartite
graph as the line thickness of highlighted edges with
different colors as well.

•

What are the overall disaster differences for city c1
and c2 ? To answer such a query, for a city c and
a disaster di , we aggregate weights P
of edges from
c
c
di to all impact nodes as wi∗
=
j wi,j . Then
we can compare the two aggregated weight vectors
c1
c2
c1
c2
w1∗
and w1∗
, which are visualized
, . . . , wn∗
, . . . , wn∗
as the length of bars along with the disaster nodes.

•

What are the overall impact differences caused by
disasters for city c1 and c2 ? To answer such a query,
for a city c and impact aj , we accumulate weights
of edgesP
originating from all disaster nodes to aj as
c
c
w∗j
=
i wi,j . Then we can compare two weight
c1
c1
c2
c2
vectors w∗1 , · · · , w∗m
and w∗1
, · · · , w∗m
, which are
visualized as the length of bars along with the impact
nodes.

We calculate the weight of an edge based on the sentence
set of the city related to the disaster node and the impact node.
Let Sic be the set of sentences related to disaster i in S c ,
which is extracted using a disaster ontology as
Sic = {s ∈ S c | s contains di or a sub-type of di }.

(1)

c
Let Si,j
⊂ Sic be the sentence set about city c, disaster node
i and impact node j, which, roughly speaking, is the set of
sentences containing impact topic j:
c
Si,j
= {s ∈ Sic | p(aj |s) > },

(2)

where  is a threshold parameter. However, we find it is difficult
in practice to choose a proper parameter  value, as it is
very sensitive to the input data set. A small  will lead to
too many connections, while a large  will rule out too many
sentences and result in very sparse bipartite graphs. Instead, in
our framework, for every sentence s in Sic , we only consider
its top n most likely impact topics Rn (s) (n is set to 2 in our
c
case study), and use the following to define Si,j
in place of
Eq.(2):
c
Si,j
= {s ∈ Sic | aj ∈ Rn (s)}

(3)

c
Finally, the weight of edge eci,j , wi,j
, is defined as
c
wi,j
=

X

p(aj |s).

(4)

c
s∈Si,j

c
If wi,j
is 0, then we remove the edge between di and aj and
assume there is no connection between the disaster and the
impact.

V.

C ITY C OMPARISON BASED ON T HE B IPARTITE G RAPH

Our framework provides city comparisons through two
perspective views: simple comparison and textual comparison.
Simple comparison through bipartite graph gives general and
direct discrepancies so that users can quickly grasp the differences between two cities but it does not provide detailed
textual description. Textual comparison remedies this by providing comparative summaries according to users’ comparative
queries.

B. Textual Summarization for Comparative Queries
The bipartite graph provides simple comparisons using
weights induced from topic modeling, but it lacks detailed
textual descriptions, which can be remedied by textual comparative summarization. In this work, we apply the comparative
summarization method in [23] on two sentence sets according
to different comparative queries.
For two cities c1 and c2 , our framework performs comparative summarization on two sentence sets S c1 and S c2 .
Different comparative queries (resulted from user interactions
via clicking bipartite graph nodes) will generate differentS c1
and S c2 for comparative summarization. For example, S c1
and S c2 are set to be Sic1 and Sic2 when a user clicks the
c1
c2
disaster node di ; they are set to be Si,j
and Si,j
when the user
sequentially clicks the disaster node di and the impact node
aj .

TABLE III.

M OST LIKELY DISASTER TYPES AND IMPACT TYPES FOR THE CITIES IN PAIRWISE COMPARISON .

City Pair
Miami
Chicago
Miami
Los Angeles
Miami
Philadelphia
Chicago
Los Angeles
Chicago
Philadelphia
Los Angeles
Philadelphia

TABLE IV.

argmaxd p2 (d)

argmaxe p1 (e)

argmaxe p2 (e)

storm

storm

landfall,fatalities,weather

damaged,struck,collapse

storm

earthquake

depression,inches,rain

ground,killed,dropped

storm

storm

killed,flooded,streets

destroyed,accident,fatalities

storm

earthquake

rain,temperatures,flood

flight,killed,billion

storm

storm

fire,flight,alarm

death,rain,attack

earthquake

storm

adventures,destroyed,discovery

fire,killed,weather

M OST LIKELY IMPACTS CAUSED BY EACH DISASTER TYPE FOR CITIES OF M IAMI AND L OS A NGELES .

City Pair
Miami
Chicago
Miami
Los Angeles
Miami
Philadelphia

TABLE II.

argmaxd p1 (d)

hurricane
crash,bodies,dropped
landfall,fatalities,weather
depression,inches,rain
occurred,large,reached
killed,flooded,streets
peak,inches,power

storm
landfall,fatalities,weather
flooding,homes,killed
rainfall,flooded,houses
landfall,pressure,struck
landfall death warnings
damage,rainfall,million

T HE SIZE OF CITY SENTENCE SET
city
Miami
Chicago
Los Angeles
Philadelphia

We collect the dataset from Wikipedia. For each city, we
first extract all the paragraphs of Wikipedia page containing
the city name, and further extract sentences containing phrases
about one of the four disaster types. Table II shows the basic
statistics of the dataset.

In [23], the comparative summarization is modeled as a discriminative sentence selection process based on a multivariate
normal generative model to extract sentences best describing
the unique characteristics of each document group.
Problem 1. Suppose we have f sentences of the document
collection, denoted by {Xi | i ∈ F }, where F is an index
set of sentences with |F | = f . We are also given the group
variable, Y , which is represented by multiple group indicator
variables. The problem of sentence selection is to select a
subset of sentences, S ⊂ F , to accurately discriminate a
group of documents from other groups, i.e. to predict the
group identity variable Y , given that the cardinality of S is
m (m < f ). Let us denote {Xi | i ∈ S} by Xs , for any set
S. The prediction capability of Y given Xs can be measured
by the entropy of Y given Xs , which is defined as
def

(5)

where Ep (·) is the expectation given the distribution p, and p
stands for the underlying document distribution, i.e. the joint
distribution p(Y, Xs ). The sentence selection problem using
the mutual information criterion is
argmin H(Y |XS ).
S

(6)

Selecting an optimal subset of sentences known to be an NPhard problem. A greedy approach is proposed in [23], which
sequentially selects sentences to obtain a sub-optimal solution.
VI.

earthquake
∅
depression,quickly,evaluated
∅
warnings,destroyed,moved
∅
reported,pressure,force

A. Dataset Description

# of sentences
772
618
607
685

H(Y |Xs ) = −Ep(Y,Xs ) log p(Y |Xs ),

tornado
damage,million,buildings
warning,pressure,tides
depression,inches,rain
∅
reported,pressure,force
∅

T HE C ASE S TUDY

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework, a case study is conducted to compare city safety among
four U.S. cities (Miami, Chicago, Los Angeles, and Philadelphia) using the impacts of four types of disasters – hurricane,
storm, tornado, and earthquake.

B. Results Analysis
Figure 2 demonstrates the comparative result of pairwise
city comparison between Miami and Los Angeles, in which
green components encode the information for city Miami
and blue components encode the information for city Los
Angeles. Furthermore, Table III shows the general differences
in pairwise city comparison. The third column in Table III
lists the most likely disaster types, and the fourth column in
Table III lists the most likely effects/impacts. For each entry,
3 representative words are manually selected among the 15
top-ranked words, according to the word probability in the
corresponding impact topic generated from LDA. Similar to
Section V-A, we can answer the following queries in Section I
from the case study results.
What are the overall disaster differences for city Miami and
Los Angeles? From Table III, one can see that the most likely
disaster for Miami is storm, and the most likely disaster for Los
Angels is earthquake. This reflects the real difference between
these two cities, since Miami is a city located on the Atlantic
coast in south-eastern Florida which has a tropical monsoon
climate and Los Angeles is subject to earthquakes due to its
location on the Pacific Ring of Fire. In addition, from Figure 2,
one can observe that tornadoes barely happen in Los Angeles.
What are the overall impact differences caused by disasters
for city Miami and Los Angeles? Table III shows that the most
likely impact types for city Miami are depression, inches, rain,
which is regarded as rainfall, but for city Los Angeles they
are ground,kill,dropped, which can be interpreted as life loss
and house collapse. This observation can be easily explained
since frequently occurred storms in Miami cause plentiful
rainfall while earthquakes in Los Angeles cause life loss and
house collapse. Here, we only illustrate results of pairwise

Fig. 2.

Bipartite graph of city pair Miami and Los Angeles

city comparison between Miami and Los Angeles; results from
other five pairwise city comparisons are also listed in Table III.
What are the impact differences caused by the specific disaster
di for city Miami and Los Angeles? Table IV highlights the
comparison between Miami and Los Angeles for the most
likely effects/impacts given a disaster type, which provides
answers for this type of query. The most likely impact types
caused by hurricane in Miami are depression, inches, rain,
but the impact types for Los Angeles are occurred, large,
reached. Besides, storms in Miami most likely cause rainfall,
flooded, houses, but in Los Angeles they mainly cause much
more peaceful type of impacts landfall, pressure, struck. These
differences can be explained by that Miami is more geographically flat but Los Angeles is more mountainous, which
obstructs further evolution of strong rainfall. For the other two
disasters, tornadoes only occur in Miami and mainly lead to
impacts depression, inches, rain, meanwhile earthquakes only
occur in Los Angeles and mainly lead to impacts warning,
destroyed, moved.
VII.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we study the problem of comparing cities’
disaster susceptibilities and propose a weighted bipartite graph
based framework. Using our framework, direct city comparison
can be performed on the bipartite graph and additional textual
comparative summaries for different queries can be generated
through user interactions via clicking the bipartite graph nodes.
For the future work, we plan to extend our framework in
the following aspects: (1) We will improve the impact node
extraction to extract more accurate impact topics; (2) We will
include more safety issues like crime and man-made disasters;
(3) We will employ more efficient graph algorithms (e.g.,
random walk) to utilize the bipartite graph structure in our
framework.
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